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Introduction
Starry, Inc. (“Starry”) supports the Federal Communications Commission’s (“FCC” or

the “Commission”) inquiry into barriers to broadband deployment in Multi-Tenant Environments
(“MTEs”), and urges the Commission to act quickly to eliminate these barriers. Facilitating
consumer access to communications networks has long been core to the mission of the FCC and
over the last several decades, enabling broader consumer access to high-speed internet has been a
priority as the internet increasingly becomes a gateway for enabling economic growth, health
care access and expanded educational and job opportunities. The Commission correctly
recognizes that closing the existing digital divide is a critical priority and accelerating the
deployment of next generation networks, both wired and wireless, will enable more innovation
and increase competition to the benefit of consumers.
Since 2000, the Commission has taken steps on four separate occasions to remove
barriers to competition for broadband internet providers seeking to provide service to customers
and residents in MTEs and multiple dwelling units (“MDUs”).1 Today, the Commission is
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taking a fresh look at the broadband market to understand how the marketplace has evolved and
how competition can be expanded and enhanced to the benefit of consumers.2 With the advent
of ‘5G’ technologies and new access networks that blend fixed and mobile technologies, the
Commission has a unique role to play in ensuring that these innovations continue to grow
unimpeded. New 5G access networks offer low-latency and high bandwidth capacity suitable for
a wide variety of uses including entertainment, business, health, education and public safety, and
critically, will provide another choice in connectivity for millions of people and small
businesses, in both urban and rural areas. However, if marketplace practices make it impossible
for providers to deploy and consumers to access these new technologies, the benefits from these
innovations will be lost.
Starry is a Boston- and New York-based technology company that is utilizing millimeter
waves to re-imagine wireless last-mile broadband access as an alternative to fixed wireline
broadband to the home. Starry is currently deploying its proprietary fixed 5G wireless
technology in the Boston-area, with plans to rapidly expand our presence to additional U.S. cities
by the end of 2017.
Emerging 5G technologies, such as Starry’s, offer an opportunity to use previously
untapped millimeter wave spectrum to deploy next generation wireless technologies that have the
potential to not just narrow the digital access divide, but close it all together. Starry’s ability to
provide wireless last-mile connectivity to MDUs and single-family homes can significantly
reduce the time and cost of deployment and provide an affordable, competitive alternative for
consumers in markets across the country. Additionally, by pursuing a wireless deployment
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model, Starry also decreases community friction and the disruption caused by tearing up
sidewalks and streets to connect traditional cable or fiber to homes and apartment buildings.
Today, nearly 30 percent of Americans live in MDUs of two or more units and those
MDUs are primarily concentrated in metropolitan areas.3 More than half of all U.S. households
have only one choice for broadband access.4 And for people who live in MDUs, most times the
choice of your internet provider is being made by someone else.5
As Starry expands its deployment in Boston and other cities, we are learning firsthand of
the challenges and opportunities presented by a marketplace that has long been dominated by one
incumbent provider. Our comments to this Notice of Inquiry (“NOI”) are based on recent
experiences and challenges in the field as we deploy our system and sign up customers. Starry’s
comments focus on two key areas where action by the Commission will yield immediate benefits
in enhancing competition and broadband deployment in multiple tenant environments:
1) Exclusive building marketing agreements, which in practice act like exclusive building
access agreements, significantly hinder new broadband providers from providing service
to MDUs and should be prohibited.
2) Door fees and revenue sharing agreements can create incentives for building owners and
managers to shut out competitive service providers to the detriment of their residents and
should be more closely examined.
The Commission’s prior efforts have helped expand broadband deployment and access,
but as the market dynamics have shifted and more competitive services enter the market,
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incumbents have become more sophisticated and aggressive at protecting their monopoly
positions within MDUs to ward off competition, to the detriment of consumers.
The societal and economic benefits of deploying more broadband to connect consumers
and communities are vast. We know that when communities have access to reliable broadband,
they are more productive and economically robust.6 We also know that consumers benefit from
decreased prices and increased quality of service when internet service providers compete in a
market.7
We applaud the Commission’s efforts to continually re-examine marketplace conditions
to ensure that broadband access and expansion continues to grow and that competition continues
to thrive for the benefit of consumers.

II.

Exclusive building marketing agreements, which in practice act like exclusive
building access agreements, significantly hinder new broadband providers from
providing service to MDUs and should be prohibited.
In 2007, the Commission concluded in its 2007 Exclusive Service Contracts Order that

exclusive access agreements to provide multichannel video programming distributor (MVPD)
services to customers in MDUs harmed competition and broadband deployment and thus,
prohibited cable operators and others subject to these statutory provisions from entering into or
enforcing such agreements. In 2008, the Commission expanded its Competitive Networks Order
to include residential MTEs, recognizing that these types of agreements created more harm than
benefit to consumers. In 2010, the Commission released an update to its Exclusive Service
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Contracts Order to address the issue of exclusive marketing and bulk billing agreements
between MVPDs and MDUs, finding that at the time, these agreements did not significantly
hinder or prevent other MVPDs from providing services to residential MDUs. 8 The
Commission reserved its rights to re-examine these two practices as marketplace conditions
evolved.
While the conclusion that the Commission reached in 2010 may have been valid at the
time, today that is no longer the case. Exclusive marketing agreements between MVPDs and
MDU building owners and managers in practice act like exclusive access agreements and they
significantly hinder the ability for new entrants to provide broadband service to residents of
MDUs. We believe exclusive marketing agreements should be prohibited.
From our experiences in the field, building owners and managers enter into exclusive
marketing agreements often in tandem with revenue sharing schemes or a “door fee”
arrangement. While marketing exclusivity agreements do not explicitly bar other broadband
providers from providing service within a building, the overly restrictive language and
threatening tone leaves building owners and managers with the impression that they will face
litigation for simply allowing their residents a choice in internet providers. MDUs that we have
worked with to provide Starry Internet service have received cease and desist letters from
incumbent providers that overstate the legal restrictions in the marketing agreements, attempting
to enforce them like exclusive access agreements. Unfortunately, these scare tactics are typical
for the market.
In our experience, we have found that 100 percent of MDUs with 75 or more rental units
have exclusive marketing agreements and/or revenue sharing or door fee agreements in place
with the incumbent internet access provider. Often, when our sales team approaches a new
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building owner or manager, they are first told that we cannot provide our service in the building
because of their existing exclusive agreement, even though it’s just a marketing agreement. And
to individual residents who have sought out Starry Internet service and approached their
management about bringing our service to their building, nearly 3 out of 4 are told that by their
management companies they have exclusive access agreements with an incumbent provider and
are not allowed to bring in new services.
Overwhelmingly, it is our experience that exclusive marketing agreements serve the same
function as exclusive access agreements in MDUs. It is the same practice, used for the same
purpose – to discourage competition – but under a different name. It is our experience that most
building owners, managers, and residents are unaware of the prohibition of exclusive access
agreements and incumbent providers’ sales teams and building representatives are more than
happy to mislead residents (knowingly or not) into believing that they have exclusive access to
serve a particular building. Our own sales teams have encountered this scenario in nearly every
large MDU sales interaction. Additionally, the lack of understanding of these regulations means
that building owners and managers easily fall prey to the incumbent’s aggressive, but hollow,
legal threats. This environment creates significant barriers for any new entrant or startup to gain
access to serve residents in MDUs.
Starry is fortunate to be a well-capitalized startup with an experienced sales and
operations team in place. While exclusive marketing agreements have posed significant
challenges to expanding our deployment, our teams have found creative ways to work with
MDU owners and managers to allay their fears of retribution from incumbents and provide their
residents with a competitive broadband alternative. And while Starry is fortunate to be able to
address these challenges head on, they cost the company deployment time and financial
resources and in some cases, our creative solutions cannot overcome the challenges posed by
these agreements. Other startups and new entrants may not have the luxury of time or financial
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resources, and these barriers may not just pose a challenge, they may all together foreclose them
from competing in a market.
In our experience, exclusive marketing agreements do not provide MDU residents with
any clear benefits. These agreements discourage and create massive barriers to competition.
These marketing agreements provide no tangible benefits to residents. As mentioned, exclusive
marketing agreements are often executed in tandem with revenue sharing schemes and door fee
arrangements, which provide building owners with benefits, but not residents. Exclusive
marketing agreements function in practice like exclusive access agreements, create unnecessary
and burdensome barriers to competition, provide no benefit for consumers and as such, should be
prohibited by the Commission.
III.

Door fees and revenue sharing agreements create incentives for building owners
and managers and shut out competitive service providers to the detriment of
their residents.
As mentioned, exclusive marketing agreements from incumbent providers are often

executed in tandem with revenue sharing schemes or a “door fee” arrangement. It is Starry’s
experience that these financial agreements between incumbent providers and MDUs create
incentives for building owners to shut out competitive service providers to the detriment of their
residents. Additionally, the establishment of these financial agreements creates a framework for
buildings to institute a “toll” for any service provider wishing to provide service in an MDU.
While these financial agreements are not as insidious and detrimental to gaining entry as
exclusive marketing agreements, they do create financial burdens on all service providers to pay
a fee to provide service, in essence, “pay to play.” This dynamic heavily disadvantages startups
and new market entrants.
Revenue sharing schemes create incentives for building owners that are counter to
consumer interests. For example, Building A may execute a revenue sharing agreement under
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which the building owner will receive 10 percent of all monthly revenue generated by each of its
residents that chooses to buy an incumbent’s services. Therefore, for every $200 spent per month
by a resident, Building A’s owners receive $20. The more the incumbent sells and the higher the
incumbent’s penetration in Building A, the more the building owner benefits financially. The
building owner has no incentive to enable competition that would offer its residents a more
affordable alternative. So, if Starry began to offer service in Building A at $50 per month, the
building owner, under the same agreement, would only yield $5. The loss of potential revenue
creates incentives for building owners to limit residents’ access to competitive service providers.
In these revenue sharing schemes, all the benefit flows to building owners and not the
residents/consumers. The incentives created by revenue sharing schemes are misaligned for
owners and residents, and incumbents are able to exploit that dynamic to their advantage and to
the detriment of competition and consumers.
Door fee arrangements operate similarly. Typically, building owners receive a flat fee
for each unit that signs up for an incumbent’s service, in exchange for the right to exclusively
serve the building for a certain period of time. Door fee arrangements are a derivative of
exclusive access agreements, but because they only last for a certain length of time, they do not
fit the definition of an exclusive access agreement, even though that is how it is used in practice.
And today, door fees are sometimes instituted as a matter of fact, even without an “exclusive
access period” built in, and used a toll for entry into a building. At a minimum, we believe that
door fee arrangements that require service exclusivity, even for a certain period of time, should
be prohibited.
We understand that building owners must find different ways to generate revenue.
However, residents are often left out of the equation and left powerless to make basic decisions
around their internet access services. We believe the Commission should examine ways to
empower consumer choice in the broadband market in order to provide a counter-balance to
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agreements struck between service providers and building owners that limit consumers’ abilities
to use the internet provider of their choice.
In 1996, when faced with a similar issue that limited consumers’ access to video services,
the Commission adopted rules that protect a property owner or tenant’s right to install, maintain
and use an “Over-the-Air-Reception-Device” (OTARD) or antenna to receive video
programming, broadband radio services, broadcast television and fixed wireless signals.9 The
OTARD rules were conceived to more easily facilitate a consumer’s access to new technologies.
OTARD has been a success in not only protecting owner and tenant rights, but also helping spur
a competitive market for video programming over the last two decades. Creating similar
protections for residents of MDUs would do much to spur competition and provide residents
with a tool to demand access to competitive alternatives in their buildings. The Commission
should further examine what mechanisms, similar to OTARD, could be useful in helping
empower consumer choice in the MDU environment.
IV.

Conclusion
With the advent 5G, consumers will have a plethora of choices when it comes to

broadband access technologies. Ensuring that consumers that reside in MDUs are not shut out
from these innovations is critical. The Commission has the ability to continue to protect and
nurture competition in these environments by amending its Exclusive Service Contracts Order to
include prohibition of exclusive building marketing agreements. Additionally, the Commission
has within its authority the ability to further examine revenue sharing schemes and door fee
arrangements to ensure that these practices do not prevent other MVPDs or service providers
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from providing broadband services to MDU residents and use its authority to further clarify
tenants’ rights and protections in choosing an internet provider.
Starry applauds the Commission’s work on these issues and its thoughtful approach to
understanding the changing dynamics of the market and the critical role the Commission plays in
ensuring competition and the acceleration of broadband deployment and access nationwide.

Respectfully submitted,
Starry, Inc.

By: ______________________
Virginia Lam Abrams
Senior Vice President, Communications &
Government Relations
Starry, Inc.
38 Chauncy Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
July 24, 2017
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